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Prof. How on the Mineralogy of Nova Scotia.

then-relicll of Egyptian and Chaldrean lorc, of an age of fanaticillm, of intellect perverted by a false enthusiasm. Phlogistic
chemistry had arisen on the rUlDS of the older structure of medireval chemistry; and from it arose modern chemistry. Let us
be fain to remember that the mother died in giving birth to the
child. The new science was as Dionysius born of the dying
Semele; and while we worship the son, like the ancients we
have not forgotten to raise a statue to the mother.
14 Denbigb Place, S.W.,
December 12, 1867.

II. Contributions to the Minera/Qgy ofNova Scotia. By Professor
How, D.C.L., University of King's College, Windsor, Nova
Scotia.
[Continue(1 from vol. xxxiii.·p. 340.]

III. Borates and other Minerals in Anhydrite and Gypsum.
SILICOBOROCALCITE, a New Mineral.-In former papers
I have pointed out the existence of two distinct borates in
the gypsum of this vicinity, viz. natroborocalcite* and cryptoIllorphitet, both hydrated borates of calcium and sodium-the
latter exclusively, the former occasionally, associated with glauucr
salt-and have adverted.to the possibility of their being sometimes found together in intimate connexion with the lattert.
The very large quantity of quarried" plaster" (as both anhydrit.e
and gypsum are called here) to be seen at Windsor, not less than
104,000 tOJlS having been cleal'ca in twenty-one monthll from
this port, of which the greater part has been shipped from its'
own wharves, affords abundant material for the study of its varieties and the minerals they contain. A short time ago I observed natroborocalcite in plaster from two quarries distant from
its original locality and from each other, but in the same. district,
as will be described further on,-and also 8 mil}eral, eviden~ly
different, which proved to be an addition to t~e short list of
natural borates, and to the still shorter list of silicated borates.
The mineral exhibits very different degrees of hardness; the
hardest specimens are found in anhydrite, the softest in gypsum,
both matrices occurring in the same deposit. The hard mineral
is ip white, rounded, often egg-shaped nodules, brittle, and of
nearly even and smooth fracture, which is well shown in the
broken masses giving almost flat surfaces continuous with those
• Silliman's Journal, September 1857 j and Edinb. New Phil. Joum.

July 1857.
t Loc. cit. 1861.

t Chemical News, 1867.
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of the anhydrite in which they are imbedded; these surfacelJ
are dull. 'rhe nodules are generally about the size of filberts or
pigeons' eggs, but occasionally larger; the largest specimen I
have is a fragment about 2 inches in diameter: they sometimes
show, when detached, a subvitreous lustl'e ou the exterior. The
mineral is transillcent in thin fragments; under the microscope
its powder is seen to be perfectly transparent and crystalline j
the form, to judge from the cleavage, is possibly rhombic. The
greatest hardness is about 3'5; specific gravity 2'55. Before
the blowpipe, the hardest fragments decrepitate strongly, and all
fuse readily to a clear colourless bead, ,making the inner flame
green, deep green when the mineral has lain some time in water.
Fragments fuse even in the flame of a lamp to a colourless
blebby glass, which, when further heated before the blowpipe,
froths considerably, and finally becomes quite clear. '!'he transparent bead can be rendered opake by sudden insertion in, and
removal from, the oxidizing flame, probably from the formation
of bubbleiil of boracic acid which cannot escape till the mass gets
further heated; for on re-fusion the bead becomes dell.r again,
and remains so on prolonged heating. These reactions distinguish the wineral from natroborocalcite, which colours the flame
yellow at first, and fuscs readily to a clear colourleiils bead, which
can also be rendered o}lak-e by the method just given, but which
on prolonged fusion becomes so reduced in bulk as to leave the
wire-loop nearly empty;' the flame meanwhile becomes decidedly
greenish yellow. In the former case the presence of silica is no
doubt the cause of the permanent transparency. A minute
quantity of either mineral with a drop of dilute hydrochloric
acid gives the boracic-acid test with turmeric paper most readily.
The new mineral before ignition gelatinizes perfectly in two or
three minutes when its powder is stirred with cold hydrochloric
acid,-after ignition also, when left iu contact merely for some
time. In a closed tube it decrepitates and gives much water.
In the following analyses the results under I. were from a nodule
in anhydrite; those under II. from several fragments, some of
which were perfectly dull and opake, while others were lustrous
in parts of the exterior. The absence of soda was proved by
testing after removal of boracic and silicic acids by heating with
fluor and sulphuric acid; the boracic acid was estimated by
deficiency after gravimetrical determination of the other oonstitueDt8 in the regular way. Analysis of the air-dried hard mineral
gave : -
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II.

Mean.

11'55 - 1l'62
28'90
28'04
- 1'03
1'03
0'80
trace
trace
15'12
15'27
15'19
15'44
43'33
44'10
100'00
100'00
The softest mineral, found in nodules imbedded in gypsum,
is so unlike the preceding in hardness that at first I thought it
might be effloresced glauber-salt which I had formerly met with
in a similar matrix (see papers above referred to), It is like soft
chalk or coherent flour, so that it is very difficult to separate
pieces of the rock holding it without losing a great deal under
the blows of the hammer. Its flame aRd blowpipe-reactions,
except" that it does not decrepitate, ar~ those of the harder mineral; it colours turmeric and gelatinizes with equal ease, Analysis of a specimen like flour, obtained by myself among debris .
at the quarry, gave (air-dried):III,
Water
12'20
Lime,
28'85
Sulphuric acid
1'86
Magnesia
trace
Silica,
14·64
Boracic ,acid
42'45
100'00
These results agree so closely with the foregoing from different
specimens in a distinct matrix, that there can be no doubt they
all relate to a different mineral whose composition is constant in
its varying physical conditions. The percentages correspond
remarkably well with those calculated from the formula to which
they lead. The results placed below as found are those of III"
the analysis just given, after deduction of the quantity of gypsum
equal to the sulphuric acid obtained, which is much greater in
this than in the preceding analyses, whose numbers are 80 ob.
viously similar that deduction in all is quite superfluous ; Water
Lime,
-Sulphuric acid
Magnesia
Silica.
Boracic acid

11'51
28'90

Calculated.
!

A

5HO = 45
4CaO - 112
2SiO'il 61'62
5B08 - 175'20
393-82

ll'60

,
11'43
28'44
15'65
44'48
100'00

-

Found.

11-84
28'69
15'25
44'22
100'00
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Of the various modes in which the constituents of the mineral
may be arranged, I prefer the following, arid therefore, using
the notatiQn employed in mineralogy, propose the formula
2CaO Si0 2 +2(C'aO 2BQ8, H9) +B08, 3HO
as that of the new mineral to which I give the name silicoborocalcite, chosen as companion to that of natroborocalcite, the essential chemical difference between minerals found in the same
region, and even, as will presently appear, in the same matrix,
occasionally being clearly indicated by these appellations: the
formula of the latter, according to my own results, when rewritten so as to include some grouping seen above, is
NaO 2 B08, lOHO+2(CaO B08, HO) +BQ8, 3HO.
For comparison's sake, I add the formula of cryptomorphite
(the other borate found in gypsum here), also rewritten,
NaO 2B08, 6HO+3(CaO 2BOll, HO) + B08, 3HO,
so that relations can be traced between these geologically allied
minerals.
The constituents of silicoborocalcite are those of datholite,
the only other known hydrated silicated horate of calciwiJ., for
which Berzelius gave the formula
CaO BOll+Ca02Si02 + HO,
an expression exhibiting proportions very unlike those shown
above to exist in the new mineral. In datholite, as in all silicated borates, the boracic acid is sometimes held to be basic
On this view, excluding water,

*.

In datholite the ratio of 0 in Si02 to that in the bases is 4: 5 .
In silicoborocalcite
"
"
"
4: 19
The ratio of the same to that in all the constituents is in the
former 2: 3, in the latter 2: 12; the relations thus brought out
in silicoborocalcite are so unlike those in any known compound,
that silica cannot be the only acid present. The formula. I have
proposed contains two of Wollastonite, two of normal hydrated
biborate of calcium, and one of Sassolin. While datholite and
silicoborocalcite are quantitatively unlike and physically different
on comparing the ordinary crystallized specimens of the former
with the nodules of the latter above described, there is a remark.
able resemblance between these and the exceptional state in
which Whitney found datholite in a greenish magnesian silicate
Ileal' Lake Superior. I refer to the perfectly white and opake no~
dules looking like the finest marble, or spme kinds of Wedgewood
• Dana's' Mineralogy,' 4th edit" vol. i. p. 207, and vol. ii. p.335.
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ware*. In the case of silicoborocalcite the crystals may be found,
although it is best known in nodules; indeed, as will be mentioned
immediately, it does sometimes appear crystalline. ~ carefully
examined a specimen of anhydrite and one of gypsum, not earthy,
holding the mineral, and detected in both a very small amount
of silica, perhaps some two- or three-tenths per cent.
The smatl quantity of sulphuric acid recorded in the foregoing
analyses arises from the presence of a little selenite, which is
very frequently most intimately associated with the new mineral.
In the hard form in anhydrite thin bands of selenite are often
seen running through the nodules, which sometimes split so as
to leave a plate of it on the exposcd surface. In gypsum the
nodules are sometimes distinctly banded with alternations of the
two minerals, and are often quite cellular, walls of selenite standing up between cavities retaining more or less borate. The selenite sometimes canies AI'ragonite; and this or calcite is occasionally observed on the surface of the anhydritic matrix. Natroborocalcite occurs rather abundantly in an earthy gypsum hold.
ing the soft silicated borate, the minerals being independent
nodules; and very well-marked cOl'alloidal Arragonite or flos
ferri ,is occasionally found in cavities along with the borate ingypsum: this newly observed fact is interesting, as it was in
gypsum of Arragon that Arragonite was first foundt. The
locality to which the precedinf!; description refers is Brookville, a property abont three miles south of the Clifton quarry,
close to Windsor, where natroborocalcite was first observed.
Brookville is on ,the southern edge of the deposits of plaster
in this neighbourhood, and Clifton on the northern; the deposits extend east for more than forty miles; and I have found
silicoburocalcite in a pure-looking gypsum fmm a quarry on
their range at Newport, about six miles to the east of Windsor. Here it does not seem to be so abundant as at Brookville; and it differ. somewhat in external character, since it
is in white flattened nodules of a glistening crystalline appearance, . easily separable with a knife into rather gritty particles:
it is clOl~ely associated with selenite. I identified it by the
blowpipe-reactions and by qualitative analysis; the powder
stirred with cold hydrochloric acid gelatinized perfectly.
New localities of Natroborocalcife.-Both BI'ookville and Newport are new localities fOl' this mineral, which has been mentioned as occurring at the former in the soft blue earthy gypaeous matrix of the silicated borate; it is much the more abundant of the two. It is in its characteristic nodules sometimes
• Supplements to Dana'.' Mineralogy,' Silliman'. Journal, May 1860
.
and May 1861.
t Nicol'. • Mineralogy,' p, 296.
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large as a hen's egg, generally consisting of silky white fibrous
crystah; these form with the dull blue matrix fine cabinet speeimens. It is found also in common white gypsum, in selenite,
-and in fibrous gypsum; sometimeiJ it' has on its surface crystals
of calcite or Arragonite. At Newport it appears to be much less
abundant than at Brookville, and to occur in white gypsum only;
At both these places the mineral is imbedded in the matrix in
solitary nodules j in one case I observed a nodule in a cavity
whose base was lined with crystals of selenite, among which it
was implanted. The nodules lately found, especially at Newport, are not always visibly crystalline, and are generally, even
when silky fibrous, much harder in the interior than on the outside, the difference being about as 3 to 1. Careful analysis,
however, shows them to contain water, lime, boracic acid, and
soda, the latter being uumistakeably found in essential quantity
after removal of boracic and silicic acids by heating with fluor
and sulphuric acid: the crystalline form was seen under the microscope to be diiltinctly prismatic. Hence there is no doubt of
the mineral being natroborocalcite.
As regards the composition of this mineral, I gave at a former
page a modification of the formula originally proposed by myself,
which, as at first given, was
Na02BOs+2CaO, 3BOS+ 15HO. .
This was proved by Dr. Kraut (Chemical News, February 22,
1867) to express most correctly the results of the best analyses
of the mineral by different chemists, but was objected to by Dr.
Lunge (loc. cit.), who preferred the fOf'mula
2(NaO 2BOS) + 5 (CaO, 2BOS) +42 aq.
The concordance of the analytical percentages with those calculated from these two expressions is as follows :~
8S

Lunge.

How.

(----A..--...,

~

Calc.

5'82
12'95

- Found.

Calc.

Found.

5'58
7'82
7'21
12'69
14'12
14'20
'50
. 35'49
36'85
34'04
34'49
• 45'74
44'38
44'02
44'10
100'00 100'00
100'00 100'00
In my analysis all sulphuric acid was removed by washing with
cold water, a previous examination having given sulphuric acid
1'29, and magnesia 0'04 per cent. Dr. Lunge says the mineral
(he alludes probably to that from Peru) " is never found pure,
but always mechanically mixed with, and often perfectly peIieSoda
Lime •
Magnesia.
Water.
BoraCic ~id
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trated by, NaCI, Na80 4, and CaS04, &c. [sic]; Besides, water
has a decomposing action on the mineral." As regards purity,
I formerly found only a trar.e Qf chlorine in addition to the MgO
and 808 above named, and if any essential constituent had been
washed out it should have been the soda; but my results certainly show no great deficiency of this. Respecting the whole
constituents, on comparing the statement above given of the
theoretical and actual percentages, I see no reason to abandon
my formula for natroborocalcite fm· that newly proposed.
Probably this mineral will be found elsewhere in this district
and in other parts of the province where plaster abounds;
indeed, from the description of a quarryman, I have little doubt
of its having been seen in another locality, unless the mineral
described to me as "a stuff softer than plaster, about the size of
eggs, coming clear out of the plaster and smelling like sulphur
or the stones of a grist-mill," should prove to be Hayesine, a
hydrated borate of lime sometimes confounded with natroborocalcite, which has not yet been found here, Bnd which is described by Dana as having a peculiar odour: I have not perceived
any odour in natroborocalcite. The other borates may of course
be also expected in new localities; I have failed to find them in
('laster brought to Windsor from several quarries.
Borates and other minerals, as characterizing the gypsum and
anhydrite.-Of course, in addition to the interest attaching to a
new member of the small class of mineral borates, and to the
only known qualitative analogue of datholite, silicoborocalcite
has that belonging to the first form in which combined silica has
been found in the enormous deposits of sulphate of clilcium here.
It thus furnishes an addition to our means oflearning the history
of these rocks which are being shown to exhibit interesting analogies with similar formations elsewhere. I have thrown into a
condensed tabular form the chief facts at present known with
regard to the mineral contents of the plaster rocks in question,
thus:(

fN atroborocalcite, eryptomqrphite. silicoborocalcite, glauber-salt, common salt, ArraGypsum,
gonite, calcite, and selenite as distinct
containing
accessory minerals, and also, to be found
Rants County,
on analysis, carbonates, partly of magNova Scot~l\,.J
d
nesia, and proto1lide of iron, clay, and a
_ very small quantity of silica.
has depOSits iall.
made up of
Silicoborocalcite, selenite, and Arragonite,
Anhydrite,
or calcite as accessory minerals, and also,
to be found on analysis, carhonates,
containing
partly of magnesia, and a very little
silica.

1

J

L

The detection of glauber-salt with the borates, aud of chloride
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of sodium* in gypsum of Windsor, marked a resemblance between it and similar rocks containing glauber and common salt
in Spain &c., and, as regards boracic acid, with some in Germany containing boracite and Stassfurthite. Now the nodules
of silicated borate in anhydrite BDd in gypsum of Brookville,
both rocks containing a little silica, and in gypsum of Newport,
bring these into the same class, so' far as silica is concerned, with
some gypsums (originally belonging to secondary strata) in the
Hartz, which, according to FropoUi, contain n'odules of silicate
of magnesia, and with those of Montmartre near Paris, which
hold soluble silica, or flints and chertt. Further analogy between these and other sulphate-of.calcium deposits is shown in
the fact, which I have lately learned, that nearly every specimen
of gypsum and anhydrite here yielding borates contains carbonates in notable but as yet unascertained amount, consisting to
some extent of magnesIa (of which traces appear in the borates as
seen in my analyses), as well as in the detection now announced
of Al'ragonite ill cavities in gypsum, and of crusts of this mineral
or calcite on the, surfaces of ~ypsum and anhydrite, and also
sometimes on the natroborocalcite and silicoborate in the forml"r,
and close to and underlying the silicoborocalcite of the latter.
These mineral contents and the numerous brine-springs of the
gypsiferous districts here point to sea-water as the parent of the
gypsum; but, as I observed in a former papel' (1861) referred
to above, ordinary sea-water would not furnish boracic acid•
. This acid, however, I afterwards found in a brine-spring issuing
in a gypsiferoul district heret, and it has been met with in the
waters of Aachen and Wiesbaden, and by Hunt in all the alkaline waters of Canada (Ontario and Quebec) examined for it, and
in certain neutral waters of the same coulltry§. These last
waters arise from Lower Silurian rocks; and all those named as
containing boracic acid may resemble Palreozoic sea-water rather
than our own. An origin for the boracic acid in the borates
has also been sought by myself \I ill volcanic waters containing
sulphuric acid, such as Dr. Dawson considers to have produced
the gypsums here by action on the deposits of carbonate of
lime; but when we have it combined with silica and we consider
the other contents of the rocks in question, sea-water certainly
seems rather to be indicated. However we may derive gypsum
directly by either of these methods, or by others', it is said
• Loc. cit. 1857-61.
t Hunt, Silliman's Journal, November 1859, pp. 366, 367.
t Trans. Nova Scotia Institute, 1865.
§ Geology of Canada, p. 560.
II Loc. cit. 1857.
'
'If See HUllt's elaborate paper" On the Formation of Gypsum, &c."
Silliman's Journal, September and November 1859.

~
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sometimes to originate ,indirectly from anhydrite by- absorption
of water. Here we must remember, as Von Cotta 88YS, that "the
supposed origin of gypsum from anhydrite leaves the greater
difficulty uDsolved of the original deposit of anhydrous sulphate
of lime".; and this rock we have here containing imbedded in
it hydrated minerals, namely selenite and si1icoborocalcite. The
latter being in rounded nodules, may have been reduced to that
form before being included; but the angular, lustrous, and transparent crystals of selenite cannot have been subject to action
capable of 80 affecting a body originally angular as to render it
a pebble. The nodules of hard silicoborocalcite are imbedded (so
far as I observed-and I examined the accessible parts of some
800 tons of quarried rock piled in a low heap for shipment, and
also saw the mineral in 'litu) exclusively in anhydrite, the soft
exclusively in gypsum; there is an intermediate degree of hardness in the mineral found in a matrix composed of both these
rocks,. We might hence conclude that the soft results from the
hard borate in consequence of physical changes accompanying
the passage of anhydrite into gypsum: this is not impossible in
some CRses; but the gypsum holding the 80ft borate most abundantly is not only so much less pure a rock than the anhydrite
holding .the hard nodules that it could not have arisen by mere
absorption of water, but there are frequently imbedded in it
separate nodules 'of natroborocalcite, which I have never seen in
anhydrite. As regards the passing of anhydrite into gypsum,
what proofs are there of its ever occurri,ng? Here we see alter- .
nations of ~hese rocks below the surface: at Windsor, for example, large lenticular masses of anhydrite, from 2 to 10 feet thick
in the centre and some 50 feet long, lie in the midst of gypsum
brought to view by quarrying. In other places there are lofty
cliffs composed largely of anhydrite on their surface: at Cape
Canseau, for instance, I am told by Professor Lawson, the bluff,
exposed to the wash of the ocean as well a8 the action of. the
atmosphere, is anhydrite, not gypsum. From a.consideration of
these circumstances, it appears to me that in sedimentary rocks
even, where gypsum might be derived from anhydrite,'l!ut the
('onverse is not probable, these minerals must sometimes have an
independent origin. In the present case I think it must be so,
because of the exclusive occurrence of the hard nodules of silicoborocal~ite in anhydrite, and from the absence of natroborocalcite
from this rock, while it occurs abundantly in the impure gypBum holding the soft silicoborocalcite with selenite. Ho\\:ever
these rocks and their borates may have originated, it is clear
that as deposits they were contemporaneous.

.* Rocks Classified, p. 292.
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I am informed by M;r. Barnell :that, in one locality ·in Cape
Breton, gypsum is found containing titaniferoull iron-sand;
hence we may expect that, among the numerous sulphate-ofcaleium deposits of the province, considerable difference will be
found in the nature of their accessory minerals.

III. Acoustic Experiments.

By A.

KUNDT*.

~reat

HE
intensity with which the longitudinal tonell of
T
rods and tubes act upon our ear, and which sometimes
unbearable, though it may be partially explained by greater senIS

sitiveness for high tones, has undoubtedly its origin in a violent
agitation of the air. But 8S, more especially in the case of open _
tubes, the terminal sUlfaces which transmit their motion to the
air are generally of small extent, the question arose as to the
manner in which the transvcl'sal vibrations cooperate with the
longitudinal vibrations, simultaneously with which they are
formed.
.
Hence, at various parts of longitudinally vibrating rods and
tubes, M. Kundt tried to set membranes and similar bodies in
vibration by the transversal vibration of the air. The intensity
in different places was also investigated by moving close over: the
surface of the tube one end of a caoutchouc tube, the other end
of which was held in the ear; this is a method by which nodes
and loops may be iDvelitigated in the case of transversely vibrating bodJes.
.
.
The result was that at the sides of longitudinally vibrating
bars or tubes no motion of the air could be demonstrated, and
it was only perceptible at the ends, but there it had great intensity. Hence a bar clamped at the ends and set in longitudinal
vibration would he incapable of communicating its motion to the
air, and would therefore remain inaudible to us.
These experiments led M. Kundt to further interesting invetltigations.
.
Wcoer (Schweigger's Ann. vol. liii. p. 308) observed that
a cork, which fitted one end of a glass tube several feet in
length, moved from the end to the middle when the tube was
held horizontally. and rubbed; this was the case even when the
tube became slightly narrower towards the middle, and also if,
while the tube was held vertically, a column of water a few centimetres in height rested on it.
M. Kundt made the experiment with a cork ring plaeed on
the tube, and found that the ring sometimes moved from the end
• Translated from the Fort6chritte der Physik for 1865, being an abstract
of papel'S in the Berliner . llonut6berichte and in Poggendort1". Annalen.
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